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Abstract： To support multi-factor decision problems about usability evaluation，especially when studies fall short of
comparable objects，a fuzzy synthetic evaluation model is explored in this paper． Grey relational analysis （ GRA） is
brought in the model to calculate weight vectors of the usability factors． And membership functions of a remark vector are constructed in the context of use of the operation interface． The present method is applied in usability evaluation of operation interface and is proved to be effective． The comprehensive usability gradation of the operation interface to good is 0. 616 4 that meets the requirements in practice．
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1

evaluation．

Introduction

To improve the usability quality of an operation inter-

The usability evaluation of an operation interface is a

face，the user-centered design （ UCD ） method has

rather large research area with many different goals，

been universally applied in industry． One of the major

methods，and implications． These usability evaluation

challenges in applying this method concerns the models

methods （ UEMs） can be divided into three traditional

and process of usability evaluation． Evaluation is an

categories［2］：

integral part of any development process and sometimes

1） empirical methods that include controlled experi-

discipline specific． In the human-computer interaction

ments，formal lab-based usability testing and field

（ HCI） field，Whitefield，Wilson and Dowell suggest

testing / operational evaluation．

that evaluation involves an assessment of the con-

2） expert-based usability inspection methods that in-

formity between a system' s performance and its de-

clude guideline reviews，heuristic evaluation，cogni-

［1］

sired performance

． Usability evaluation in essence

tive walkthroughs，formal usability inspections，usa-

is a continual process of refining the design of the us-

bility walkthroughs and heuristic walkthroughs．

er interaction component based on frequent inputs

3） model-based approaches that include stages of user

from stakeholders and its results feed back into modi-

activity analysis and model-mismatch analysis． Practi-

［2，
3］

fications to design

． In this paper，usability eval-

tioners usually use many of the methods through the

uation infers testing system performance against oper-

various stages of design cycle as well as with different

ational requirements at any stage of its development．

levels of formality．

Thus，heuristic evaluation，lab-based usability testing and other expert-based usability inspection methods are included in the scope of improving usability
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As so far，practices in usability evaluation have the
following characteristics：
1） Most studies focus on only one or two aspects of
usability． According to the ISO 9241-11 （ 1998 ）
standard，the components of usability involve effectiveness， efficiency and satisfaction［4］． However，
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Erik，Morten and Kasper reviewed 19 usability stud-

tion of an operation interface．

ies between years 1998-2000 and found that 11 exper-

2. 1

iments pay attention to only one or two factors of usa-

The fuzzy multi-factor evaluation model converts fuzzy

bility［5］． This phenomenon also exists in present

Fuzzy multi-factor evaluation model

values of evaluation indexes into quantities by con-

practices．

structing a fuzzy subclass，and then integrates these

2 ） Comparative evaluations among model，product

indexes through a fuzzy transform［7］．

and improved design account for most of the proportion of current studies． For each study，the result is

Giving two finite groups
U = ［u1 ，u2 ，…，u p］

described as this design / interface improves users' sat-

V = ［v1 ，v2 ，…，v m］

isfaction or reduces the error rate of users' action．
Therefore，the existence of comparative objects is
necessary for this kind of research．
3） In previous studies of usability，subjective or objective data are collected and dealt with separately．
However，it is controversial that whether subjective or

U is the set compos of all the evaluation factors，V is
the set composed of all the remark grades． r ij is the
judge result of evaluation factor u i to remark v j ． So
the decision-making matrix of p evaluation factors is
as follows：
 R1
R
2
R = 


 Rp

objective measures are appropriate for a specific design［6］． Differences between subjective and objective
data may lead to diverse conclusions and suggestions
for improvement regarding the usability of an inter-

|

u1 
 r11


| u2
 =  r21
  
 
| u p   r p1

r12

…

r22

…



…

r p2

…

r1m 
r2m 



r pm 

（ 1）
p，m

face．

Where R is the fuzzy connection of U to V，and R i is

From the above reviews，it is found that current mod-

the fuzzy connection of u i to V． If the weight of each

els and methods are ineffective to support multi-factor

evaluation factor is A = ［a1 ，a2 ，…，a p ］（ A is in es-

decision problems about usability evaluation，espe-

sence a fuzzy subclass of set U，0 ≤ a i ≤1，and the

cially when the study falls short of a comparable de-

sum of a i is 1） ． One fuzzy subclass of set V can be

sign / interface． The purpose in this paper is to pro-

calculated by applying the synthetic operation of a

pose a method of usability evaluation based on fuzzy

fuzzy transform，which is the comprehensive evalua-

theory and grey related analysis method，which aims

tion result：
B = A·R = ［b1 ，b2 ，…，b m ］

at decision support rather than problem inspection about usability of an operation interface．

（ 2）

Where B is a fuzzy set of V． Fuzzy transform A·R
changes into a common matrix calculation，which re-

2

Fuzzy synthetic usability evaluation

model
Usability evaluation is usually conducted in a highly

fers to many factors in all directions and is suitable for
a multi-factors sequence． The calculation can be described as follows：
p

dynamic environment， involving complex tradeoffs

bi =

and uncertainty． For instance，value of satisfaction

p

（ a i ·r ij ）
∑
i =1

= min ( 1，∑ a i ·r ij )

j = 1，
2，…，m

that is one of the basic attributes of usability，is fuzzy
mostly． And related factor weights are difficult to de-

2. 2

i =1

（ 3）

Determination of evaluation factor weights

scribe accurately． The uncertainty and fuzziness in-

Since the weight of each factor is the keystone of the

herent in usability evaluation makes the use of a pre-

fuzzy multi-factor evaluation method，it is vital to cor-

cise model problematic in practice． Under this condi-

rectly calculate the priority vector of usability factors，

tion，the fuzzy synthetic evaluation model and grey re-

namely A． But it is very difficult to achieve the per-

lated analysis method are brought in usability evalua-

ception of the priority vector directly in terms of abso-
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lute values．

3

tive sequences referring to other usability factors are

{

The analytic hierarchy process （ AHP） method，using
the eigenvector approach to reconcile inconsistent subjective inputs，is popular in determination of evaluation weights［8 ～ 10］． And there is a precondition that

X1 = ［x1 （ 1） ，x1 （ 2） ，…，x1 （ n） ］
X2 = ［x2 （ 1） ，x2 （ 2） ，…，x2 （ n） ］

（ 4）

X m = ［x m （ 1） ，x m （ 2） ，…，x m （ n） ］

Where m + 1 is the number of usability factors，and n

each evaluation factor must be independent in the ap-

is the number of tested objects similar to the operation

plication of the AHP． However，most evaluation fac-

interface in our study． x i （ j） （ i = 0，
1，…，m； j = 1，

tors of usability are correlative． Grey relational analysis
（ GRA） is presented to determine the weights of usa-

2，…，n） denotes the evaluation value of the j-th interface of the i-th factor．

bility factors．
Step 2

Normalization of data sequences

GRA is a quantitative method to explore the similarity

The measures of different usability factors are various．

and dissimilarity among factors． And its core is that

Normalization of value sequences is necessary to make

the closeness of a relationship is judged based on the

these factors comparable． The normalization model is

similarity level of the geometric patterns of sequence

as follows．

curves［11，12］． GRA models are defined in three ways，

y i （ j） =

with the distance of sequence，and with the difference
or ratio of the corresponding slopes［13］． In our study，
［11］

the general relational degree

i = 0，
1，…，m；

method is used to cal-

the grey relational analysis are as follows
Step 1

Where y i （ j） is the j-th element in Y i ． Y i is the nor-

．

malization result of X i ．

Determination of reference sequence and

Step 3

comparative sequences

Calculation of general relational degree
n

Assume X0 = ［x0 （ 1 ） ，x0 （ 2 ） ，…，x0 （ n） ］ is the
reference sequence，which refers to the most important usability factor chosen by experts． And compara-

γ（ y0 （ k） ，y i （ k） ） =

γ（ Y0 ，Y i ） =

1
γ（ y0 （ k） ，y i （ k） ）
n∑
k =1

（ 6）

Where

min min | y0 （ k） － y i （ k） | + ρ max max | y0 （ k） － y i （ k） |
i

（ 5）

j = 1，
2，…，n

culate the weight of each factor． The steps involved in
［14］

x i （ j）
x i （ 1）

k

i

k

| y0 （ k） － y i （ k） | + ρ max max | y0 （ k） － y i （ k） |
i

（ 7）

k

The distinguishing coefficient ρ∈［0，
1］． In our study
ρ = 0. 5．

3

Step 4

systems． And its quality of usability affects operation-

Determination of evaluation factor weights
γ（ Y0 ，Y i ）
m

（ 8）

γ（ Y0 ，Y i ）
∑
i =0
γ（ Y0 ，Y0 ） = 1

（ 9）

m

= 1

ability evaluation of operator interface aims to achieve
the whole gradation of usability and support corresponding decisions．

Where i = 0，
1，…，m，and

μi
∑
i =0

Operation interface is a vital component of weapon
al effectiveness of the whole system． Our study on us-

The weight of i-th factor is
μi =

Case study

（ 10）

3. 1

Usability factors of operation interface

In the ISO 9241-11 （ 1998 ） standard，usability is
considered as the extent to which a product can be
used by specified users to achieve specified goals with
effectiveness，efficiency，and satisfaction in a speci-
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fied context of use［4］． In the process of usability eval-

model． And the intended users are young men who

uation，effectiveness，efficiency，and satisfaction are

are 20 ～ 30 years old． Interaction task is given by a

decomposed into factors． The four steps of decomposi-

set of operation rules． Given the context of use，com-

tion involve definition of issue，definition of the con-

pleteness of task，number of errors，time cost and

text of use，decomposition of basic factors （ namely

perception of users' satisfaction are selected as evalu-

effectiveness，efficiency，and satisfaction） ，and es-

ation factors． Measures of the above factors are per-

tablishment of guidelines for interpretation of the data

centage，number，minute and scale correspondingly．

collected under it．

The scale of users' satisfaction in our study is depic-

In our study，the operation interface and environment

ted in Table 1．

are described in detail combined with the specific
Table 1

Scale of relative satisfaction

Intensity of satisfaction

Definition

1

Badly

3

Unsatisfied

5

Neutral

7

Satisfied

9

Strongly satisfied

2，
4，
6，
8

Intermediate values between the two adjacent judgments

Calculation of usability factor weights

satisfaction， which is taken as the reference se-

According to the past results of usability evaluation of

quence． X1 ，X2 ，X3 represents values of time cost，

four interfaces，original data sequences are as follows

number of errors，completeness of task，which are

（ Table 2） ． X0 denotes value of perception of users'

considered as the comparative sequences．

3. 2

Table 2

Scale of relative satisfaction

First interface

Second interface

Third interface

Fourth interface

X0

6

7

8

7

X1

16

16

13

20

X2

4

3

1

2

X3

0. 85

0. 90

1. 00

0. 90
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Normalization of these sequences is depicted in
Table 3

5

Table 3．

Normalization of data sequences

First interface

Second interface

Third interface

Fourth interface

Y0

1. 00

1. 17

1. 33

1. 17

Y1

1. 00

1. 00

0. 81

1. 25

Y2

1. 00

0. 75

0. 25

0. 50

Y3

1. 00

1. 06

1. 18

1. 06

In order to make cost-sorted factors （ time cost，num-

y'i （ j） =

ber of errors） and benefit-sorted factors （ perception

1
y i （ j）

（ 11）

of users' satisfaction，completeness of task） compara-

Where i = 1，
2； j = 1，
2，
3，
4． And the results are de-

ble，Y1 and Y2 are transformed in the following way．

scribed in Table 4．

Table 4

Results of transformation

First interface

Second interface

Third interface

Fourth interface

Y0

1. 00

1. 17

1. 33

1. 17

Y1

1. 00

1. 00

1. 23

0. 80

Y2

1. 00

1. 33

4. 00

2. 00

Y3

1. 00

1. 06

1. 18

1. 06

The general relational degree

{

3. 3

γ（ Y0 ，Y1 ） = 0. 90
γ（ Y0 ，Y2 ） = 0. 71

The fuzzy set of gradation V = （ poor，fair，good，excel（ 12）

lent） is characterized by its membership function μ V ，
which maps each element of the universe X to the interval ［0，1］． This function indicates the degree of

γ（ Y0 ，Y3 ） = 0. 94
And then the weights vector of usability factors
A = ［0. 28，
0. 25，
0. 20，
0. 27］

Membership functions of fuzzy set V

belonging to V for each element of X． The applicabil（ 13）

ity of fuzzy technology depends on the ability to construct membership functions that appropriately repre-
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Then the membership function of poor is

Membership functions can be constructed from data
when it is available． In this approach，known as datadriven membership function estimation［16］，the membership function that describes the underlying concept

0


1
1
π
7
μ poor （ x） =  + sin
x －
2
2
3
2


1

[ (

x ≤2

)]

2 ＜ x ≤5
x ＞ 5

is fitted to the collected data points． When data are

（ 15）

not available in the form of value-membership pairs，

In our usability tests，the mean of number of errors is

the conventional approach which is also adopted in
our study，is to first pick the shape of the membership

2. 5． And then μ poor （ x） = 0. 067． Namely，the degree of belonging to poor for number of errors is

function from a list of families，and then to fine-tune

0. 067．

the values of the parameters． In the context of use，
ridge-shaped distribution is chosen as the reference
function in our study．
Take number of errors for example，the membership
function of poor is constructed in the following way．
Its reference function is
μ poor （ x） =
0


1
1
a1 + a2
π
 2 + 2 sin a － a x －
2
2
1


1

[

[

x ≤ a1

]]

a1 ＜ x ≤ a2

For number of errors，the membership functions of
fair，good and excellent are constructed similarly．
0


 1 + 1 sin π x － 9
2
2
2

μ fair （ x） = 
1

 1 － 1 sin π x － 9
2
2
2


0

( (
( (

x ≤2

))

2 ＜ x ≤3
3 ＜ x ≤4

))

4 ＜ x ≤5
x ＞ 5
（ 16）

x ＞ a2
（ 14）

And the corresponding shape is shown in Figure 1．

0


 1 + 1 sin π x － 7
2
2
2

μ good （ x） = 
1

 1 － 1 sin π x － 7
2
2
2


0

( (
( (

x ≤1

))

1 ＜ x ≤2
2 ＜ x ≤3

))

3 ＜ x ≤4
x ＞ 4
（ 17）

μ excellent （ x） =

Figure 1

Shape of the reference function

In Figure 1，a1 ，a2 are the critical points． If number

1


1
1
3
 2 － 2 sin π x －
2


0

( (

x ≤1

))

1 ＜ x ≤ 2 （ 18）
x ＞ 2

of errors is less than a1 ，the interface is completely

And then the evaluation of number of errors to V is

not poor from the point of view． And the interface is

（ 0. 067，0. 5，1，0） ． The result of normalization is

completely poor when number of errors is more than

（ 0. 04，0. 32，0. 64，0） ．

a2 ． According to rules of operation，a1 = 2，a2 = 5．

The decision-making matrix R of U to V can be ob-
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ness of the usability problem inspectors： a

tained by integrating the results of other factors．
 0

 0. 02
R = 

 0. 04

 0. 01

0. 31

0. 56

0. 28

0. 70

0. 32

0. 64

0. 36

0. 58

0. 13 

0 


0 

0. 05 

theory-based model and tool for finding usability problems． Dissertation for Doctor Degree in
（ 19）

［3］ Dix A，Abowd G，Beale R． Human-computer

tion interface is
T

 0

 0. 02


 0. 04

 0. 01

0. 31

0. 56

0. 28

0. 70

0. 32

0. 64

0. 36

0. 58

0. 13 

0 
=

0 

0. 05 

［0. 015 7，
0. 318，
0. 616 4，
0. 049 9］ （ 20）

4

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University，
2000

The comprehensive usability evaluation of the opera 0. 28 


 0. 25 

B = A·R = 


 0. 20 


 0. 27 

7

Conclusions

It is a benefit to evaluate the whole usability degree
for improvement of operation interface． Combined
with the GRA model，the fuzzy synthetic evaluation
method is effective on decision support related with
usability in practice． In our study，the comprehensive
gradation of usability to good is 0. 616 4． The whole
usability degree of the operation interface meets expected demand． However，it is obvious that improvement of the design is necessary to enhance usability．
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